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A REPLY
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1.

Introduction
In

&.

discussion of some interesting examples of develoJments in tvo

Chadlc languages, Schuh [1972] has attempted to document rule inversion
as a mechanism of linguistic change.
place "when a historical change
chronic rule

B ~ A

I

Rule inversion Is said to take

-A > B / X_Y

X_Y" (p. 319).

is reflected by a syn-

This situation would result in

an etymologically basic segment A not being present in underlying forms
where it used to appear; for a while, segment A is derived in the appropriate enviroments from segment B, and where this situation leads to
what Schuh calls

"conceptual anomaly". the language changes in the di-

rection of elilninating the inverse rule, thereby removing A from surface
forms in which it used to appear or bringing about some other simplifi_
cation.
Schuh states (po 379) that "the prindp&1. empirical evidence for the
existence of rule inversion comes from linguistic changes which take
place after the original change(s), but which 'WOuld have no conceivable
motivation if the synchronic rules replicated the origin&1. diachronic
process(es)."

Basic&1.ly, the fact that rule inversion creates a "con-

ceptual. anomaly" is what is responsible for subsequent changes:

to

reduce the level of anomaly, the alternation between B and A is regularized in sOllIe fashion, or the alternation is lost completely in favor
of the etymologically less basic seglllent B.
In this paper I argue that Schuh' s evidence does not lead to the
intended conclusion.

The basic objection will be that vhile the "con-

ceptual. anomaly" created by an inverse rule would in some cases be sufficient to motivate a change of the type observed by Schuh. this is not
true in all cases; furthermore, it does not appear to be a necessary
factor in such developQents.

Rather the positing of a synchronic stage

with "conceptually anomalous" inverse rules constitutes a middleman
which it would be advant""i!:eoua to eliminate in principle from the rea.l.m
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of possible phonological systems.

In the course of the discussion. I

vill propose alternatives which do not Bell!lll to surrer from the enpirical
and theoretical defects of the ana1ysis involving rule inversion.
2.~

In his discussion of Kana.kUnl. Schuh notes that stops have undergone
the folloYing changes in certain phonological environments:
have become

w

(or

labials

in some dla.lects), alveolars have changed to

I)

y.

and velars have become

r.

The weakening of stops to sonorants has taken

place intervocalically. except when the stop vas both preceded by

8.

vowel and folloved by

Another

eI

and when the stop was followed bye.

short

place in which this change took place vas after a consonant which did
not agree with the stop in its specification for the feature [coronal].
murl
cal

has
k,

r
and

in place of etymological
tuwl

has

t. oay i

w for etymological

f.

is preceded by a short vowel and followed bye,

and

jupale,

where

p

is followed by

a,

bas

y

But

kape,

for etymologiwhere

has not become

has not become

p

kawe;

juwele.

Schuh observes that these changes gave rise to synchronic alternations between stops and sonorants, and he proposes that the synchroniC
rules expressing the alternations were the inverse of the historical
process:

that is, sonorants become basic "in the more basic syntacto-

semantic forms", and stops came to be derived from them.

However, the

derivation of stops from sonorants led to great complications in the
grammar, and these complications subsequently induced the language to
change in a certain way.

The complications resulting from rule inver-

sion in this case are obvious.

For example, if we have a sonorant

we have no vay of predicting whether it vill alternate with
6;

p,

because of this, it will be necessary, for each instance of

w.

b,

or

w that

alternates with a stop, to assign it to a morphological category that
will tell us which stop it alternates with.
contain

w3 ,
must add
and

wl '

which alternates with

which alternates with
w4'

with any stops.
velar series.

6.

p;

Hence, lexical entries may

w2 ,

which alternates with

b;

A ftD'ther complication is that we

the reflex of etymological

w,

which does not alternate

Similar meastD'es must be adopted for the alveolar and
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Because this ad hoc marking is "conceptually anomalous", the language
is led to regularize the alternations.

Schuh observes that regulariza-

tion vas achieved in Kanakuru by converting al.l sonorant-stop alternations into alternations of sonorant with the corresponding
stop.

~

This simplification vas extended even to etymological 8onorants.

vhich nov began to alternate vith the corresponding voiceless stops.
Of course, the proposed explanation for the historical changes is
only as valid as the proposed "conceptually anomalous" stage which putatively led to the changes.

It 1s important to note th&t Schuh presents

no direct evidence that the 80norants became basic but rather states
that by ass\DII.ing that this is what happened, it is possible to explain
the hlstorlcaJ. developments.

However. it we do not assume that sonorants

became basic, it is still possible to explain the historical developments.
Consider first the regularization of the sonorant-stop alternation
which led to sonorants &.1.ternating only with voiceless stops.

In the

examples given by Schuh, the voiceless stops resulting from this regularization appeared in a typical

devoicing environment, immediately

preceding a voiceless stop.

'neck', where

from

appears as

d.

where

w

dut

durl

in

dut-to

is etymologica.lly from

mixed (it) for you'.

B,

'her neck';
appears as

r

is etymologically
duwl

dup

in

'to mix'.
dup-ko

'he

Thus even if we assume that the sonorants did not

become basic. Le. the.t the underlying roots of 'neck' and 'to mix' remained

and

/dud/

explain why

d

and

/duB/

for a While. it vould still be possible to

B alternated with voiceless stops:

in devoicing environments.

they appeared

Meanwhile, with historical weakening incor-

porated as a synchronic rule (a possibility which Schuh accepts in principle). the basic forms would still be realized as
If, in addition, etymological

d,

B,

etc.

f

dud

and

duwl.

ceased to surface phoneti-

c&l.ly as voiced stops, then future generations would be presented with
no synchronic evidence for setting up underlying voiced stops in these
words.

Instead. one would be faced with a choice:

either voiceless

stops became basic and the historical veakeniD8 rule vas retained, or
sonorants became basic and the historical weakening rule became inverted.
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Let us see vhat evidence Schuh offen in favor of the latter alter_
native.

He claims that the tact that Bonorant-stop alternations were

extended even to historical sonorants. 80 that they CUll! to have voiceless stop alternants, is evidence for an inverse rule rather than for
the original ve&ltening rule.

But in fact the only instances he cites

of the extension ot the al tern.tieD to historical sonorants occur in
word final position, and Schuh hiDlself notes (p. 386) that "word final
is a position of neutralIzation where stops and Bonorants cannot contrast
either phonetically or underlying [aic}.

At the deepest level, these

word final consonants are archiphonmes. unspecified tor the feature
[sonorant]."

ThUB

it Is unnecessary to posit

stBge to account for the extension

or

8.

"conceptua.l.ly anom&l.ous"

the Bonorant-stop alternations to

etymological sonorants in word-final position.

Instead, the motivation
mot

comes fran etymological

it would violate the

r) were pronounced

mor

'oil' (where

t

for this extension is simply that i f a word like

otherwise exceptionless pattern of neutralization of stops and sonorants
in word final position.

The

t

in

mot

vill naturally be subject to

the same alternations as any other instance of
r

in

mor-l

t.

Hence, 1 t becomes

'the oil'.

Another reason given in favor of rule inversion stems from the folloving forms:
(1)

Basic verb form
b.

d.

Subl. + Verb + Clitic 1 etc.

wupe Ito sell'

a wupa-ro

'he sold (it) to her'

guwl Ito forge'

a gup-ro dlyll

I he forged a hoe for her I

kuke 'to learn'

§I kuka-f!la I

'he is learning (it)'

duyl 'to beat I

~I

'he is beating (it)'

(d. also

a duk-ro

dUI)-l)a I

'he beat (it) for her I )

Schuh claims that if ve vere to take the medial consonants as underlying
stops in all of the above verbs, then there vould be no vay to distinguish the medial consonant in the verb root in (a) from that in (b). and
the medial consonant in the verb root in (c) from tbat in (d). for the
purposes of

a_Epenthesis.

This is incorrect.

Consider first Schuh's

own treatment, which he does not formulate explicitly but which ma.y be

pieced together trOll! the following statements.
Kanakuru has a rule which, according to Schuh (p. 384), drops the
finaJ.

of verbs in non-utterance-final position.

-I

observes (p. 381, fn. 2) that the function of

In addition, Schuh

a-Epenthesis is to break

up an obstruent-sonorant cluster, and he mentions (po 387) a rule assiy

milating

to a following nasal.

is aJ.sa replaced by

a

Since

-e

in the basic verb form

before the cl1tic in (1). Epenthesis has been

formulated accordingly in (2b).

FinaJ.ly. this proposal employs a

Strengthening rule which is the inverse of the historical weakening
process.

Schuh regards the underlying verb forms as identical with the

surface isolation forms in the left-hand column above.

The rules Just

mentioned might be formulated as in (2) and would apply to the verbs in
tbe second column of (1) as shown in (3).
(2) a.

I-Dropping

I

-+

~

/_1

CONDITION:
b.

d.

Verb
I is not utterance final

Epenthesis

{!l ~

a / [-son]_

NasaJ. Assimilation

I~l~

Q /_Q

~ [:~~:t]
_voice

Strengthening

(a)

(3)

[+~on]

/ in the complement
of the former weakening environments

/wupe-ro/

(b)
/guwl-ro/

(0)
/kuke-mall

(d)
/duyl-Qal/

wupa-ro

guw -ro

kuka-mal

du\, -QaT

(2a.b)
(2e)

dUQ -I)ai

(2d)

gup -ro

It is cruciaJ. for Schuh that Strengthening be ordered after Epenthesis.
If the rules applied in the opposite order. then. for example.

vould have its
clitic

rOt

w

strengthened to

p.

and then this

P.

guw-

preceding the

vould incorrectly provide the enviroraaent for Epenthesis.

This, incidenta.l.ly. seems to contradict Schuh's assertion (p. 381) that
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epentbetic

a

is without structural import; in ettect, vithin Schuh's

analysis, epenthetic

a

signals that the preceding stop baa DOt been

derived by Strengthening.

The ralloYing alternative makes no Wle of inverse rules.

The under-

lying forms of the verbs in question &11 contain medial stopa.
of

The rules

I-Dropping, Epenthesis, and Nasal AssiDlllation are the same as above.

In place of Strengthening, we have a rule of Weakening, which is aD
exact reflex of the historical process.
(4)

(2&,b)

(0)

(b)

(c)

/wupe-rol

/gupl-rol

/kuke-mal/

(d)
/dukl- all

wupe-ro

gup -ro

kuka-mai

duk -l)aT

(2c)

dUI)

-l)l!Ii

Weakening

Weakening does not apply to any of the forms in (4) because. as Schuh
notes, the historical change did not affect stops preceded by a short

vovel and followed bye.

or stops folloved by

9.

But Weakening does,

of course, apply to some of the isola.tion forms of the verbs in (1),
-I

namely to those ending in

but not those ending in

-e.

Schuh &lso mentions sonorant-stop &l ternations in Kanalruru sillgUlars
and plurals.

According to Newman [1910:461, plur&lity is sometimes

marked by intervocalic consonant hardening in addition to surttxa.tion;
this happens in e. small subset ot nouns and in a sma.l.l class ot verbs
that torm. plural stens.

In these cases,

lar correspond respectively to

p,

ct.

w,
and

r,
k

and

't

in the singu-

in the plural.

Schuh

proposes that this is an inverse rule, which would imply that the present Strengthening process corresponds to a tormer Weakening process.
I see no good rea.son tor assuming that the tormer process did involve
Weakening in singulars, but even if it were shown that this morphological rule had become inverted, the case for Schuh's other inverse rules
would not become any more plausible.
rule converts

i

into

ct.

For one thing. this morphological

and thus it does not reinforce Schuh's

earlier proposal of a rule to convert

i

into

t. More significantly,

plural hardening vas said to operate intervocalically in plurals f01"lll.ed
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Even it this could be shown to be the 1n-

from a small set of singuJ.ars.

yuse of a former weakening process applying to this small Bet of singulars, the developaent vould not constitute a shift in the direction of
greater complexIty ("conceptual anomaly").

Thus. such a developnent. if

it occurred, vould still not create a precedent for doing the sort of

violence to othervise valid constraints on phonological. relationships
that Is done by the "conceptually undesirable" inverse rules that Schuh

posi ts els@Vhere in his paper.
Ne\llD&D [1970:45) points up another instance of Strengthening, whereby
some die.lects of Kanakuru have replaced intervocalic
happened both to etymological

iii

w

by

&.

and to sytlchronicELlly derived

This has

w.

Strengthening in these dialects has made the intervocalic weakening of
labia.ls inoperative and, therefore, nonexistent.
which a rule

D" w

I V_V becomes eradicated

Here is a real case in
w -t D

by a rule

I V_V

This example, for which there is direct evidence, is in complete contrast
with the sorts of tlXamples proposed by Schuh, for which there is no direct evidence (&Dd for which the indirect evidence does not hold up) &Dd
which provide phonological theory nth an othervise totally unnecessary
set of alternatives to consider in the evaluation of competing analyses.
3.

!!!!!!!.
Schuh discusses a set of sound changes, knovn as Klingenheben' sLav.

that occurred in Hausa.

The changes are said to involve the realization

ot syllable tinal velar stops and labial consolllLnts as
lable final alveolar obstruents as

r.

w,

and ot syl-

As vith the Kanakuru changes,

Schuh proposes to treat the alternations resulting tram Klingenbeben's
La.w as inverse rules. For example, the w in 6awnaal
'buffalo' comes
from etymological
The

k

k

but Y&s veakened in syllable tinal position to

still shovs up s:ynchronically in the plural

the underlined segments represent the root of
of

-aa-

and suffixation of

-ee

!.!!.-ee-!!....e.

6ewn-ae.

w.

where

The infixation

is &Ccompl.isbed by morphologic&! nU.es

applyiIl8 in the fO:l'Il1.11Ltion ot some other plurals, but which would not be

lFor expository purposes. I will write orthographic au as aw. and
orthographiC al as ay. In addition. I will write long uu as uw.
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ca.lled productive.
Schuh observes that
betveen

IBakn-/ I

k

and

&

typiceJ. phonological account ot the &l.teroatioD

w in forms like these vould postt

and would change

padUan. II.S it does in

k

r.lIWn~1lI

k

in the root:

w when it vinda up in syllable final.

to

but not in

Bak-aa-n-ee.

that this analysis vould in effect be positing

&n

He observes

underlying torm which

would be an impossible phonetic tOnD.; the impossibility ot a phonetic
form corresponding exa.ctly to the proposd underlying form
is expressed by KJ,lngeDheben's Lav.

/Bakn-aa/

He cOIIIIIIents thllt this tact sbould

not a priori rule out the viability of this underlying form, but he
claims that there is good evidence that
lying fOnD. or in other sWlar cases.

k

is not present in this under-

Before discussing the evidence,
The underlying torm ot

let us sketch the an&l.yais that Schuh proposes.
Bawnaa
converts
w,

18 regarded as identica.l to its surfac@ form, and an inv@rs@ rul@

w to

k

in all positions 6C@pt syllabl@ final.

du@ to }Qing@nh@b@n's Lav, may arise from

k,

g,

1(.,

But since

f,

b,

v@ n@ed a nUlD.bm- of inverse rules and a vay of cat@gorizing vhich
u@ subj@l!t to which invern rul@.

r.,

m,

w's

This yi@1ds the "conceptually anoma-

lous" llituation vhich Schuh claillls to need in ord@r to @X!'lain subsequent
dev@1opaents in the langUag@.
Schuh's first bit of evidence involv@s th@ vay that Rausa deals with
syllable final vdars introduced by borrowings or by producttv@ d@riv&tiona! processes.

In thes@ cases,

k

is not conv@rled to

stead &8similat@s totally to th@ following consonant.
reduplication form

dad-dak-aa

'to pound v@ll' com@s trOlll.

pound' by reduplicating th@ verb stem.
dak-dak-aa,

but the first

k

w but in-

For example, the
dak-aa

'to

Th@ reduplication process yidds
w but rath@r to

does not change to

d.

However. Schuh ov@rlooks th@ fact that Dl&DY alv@Olars which ar@ placed
in syllable final position by th@ S8lll@ r@dupl1cation proc@ss are in fac:t
cODTerted by Klingenheb@u'll Lav to
kas-kas-ee > kar-ka§-ee

r:

kas-ee

'to kill rt!p@titively'.

f8M-faM-ae > far-faac-aZ!

(> ka~ee)

'to kill'.

faad'-aa

'to fall'.

'to fall repet.ittvdy'.

Som.@ speaker II assimilate this

r

in reduplicativ@s tot&lly to the

following con80nant. yidding th@ variant!!

kak_ka§-ee

and

faf_faad'-aa.
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The existence of co-variants for alveolars but not for vellU"s shows that
the real problem is not to block Klingenheben's Law from applyinp.- synchron-

ically but rather to guarantee that velars will undergo total assimilation
even when alveolars do not.

This problem extends to another reduplication,

encountered in the deri vaticD of denominal adjectives.
ness' blLs the adjectival form

zaaK-zaaK-aa

w is subject to total assimilation:

lying

tival form

alveolars become
faad'-i i

kyaw

kyaaw-kyaaw-aa:> kyak-kyaaw-aa.
f

zaal(-! i

I sweet-

zaz-zaaK-aa, and even under-

>

'beauty' has the adjec-

On the other hand, underlying

and only sometimes are subject to total assimilation:

'breadth' has tvo adjectival forms,

far-faarf-aa

and

faf-faa&'-aa.

As far as borrowings are concerned, Schuh notes that English 'lec-

ture' is borrowed as

lacca

rather than *lawca.

This might pose a

problem if we assumed that borrO\l'ed words were incorporated by adopting
the phonetic form in the donor language as the underlying form in the
borrO\l'ing language.
of why

k

If this were the case, it would raise the question

in the putative underlying form

/lekca/

by the synchronic version of Klingenheben's Law.

lieve that Schuh would assume this account of borrowing.
was borrowed by Hausa as

English 'table'

teebur. despite the fact that Hausa has no

rule or rules that could convert putative underlying syllabic
the sequence

ur.

w

did not become

However, I do not be-

I

into

It seems rather that Hausa borrowed both 'lecture' and

'table' by giving them the pronunciation that best approximated the
English one while still being consistent with Hausa phonotactics.
k

The

of 'lecture' would not have been consistent with Hausa phonotactics,

and the obstruent

c

was a much more likely (phonetically Similar) sub-

stl tute than the sonorant

w

would have been.

This model explains why

KJ.ingenheben's Law was bypassed in borrowing.
To sW!Pllarize the point thus far, we may conclude that the data from

reduplication

actually support the existence of a synchronic reflex of

Klingenheben' B Law; the rule demonstrably applies to alveolars.

Further-

more. we ma.y conclude that the facts of recent borrowings provide no
support for the position that Klingenheben' s Law is not a synchronic
rule in Hausa.
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Schuh claims to have stronger evIdence that
chronic

k - w

&1ternations.

changes in plural formation.
to eliminate

k

-

He states

alternations.

w

sulted from Klingenheben' sLav.

liawnaa

the plural

k

Is not basic In syn_

The evIdence comes from the direction of

8.8

th~t

plural forms are changing

well as the others that have re-

Thus. while the dictionaries give

Bak-aa-n-6e, Schuh notes that a common alternative

to this plural form is

liawn-aayee. in which the root is treated as if

i t contained an underlying diphthong rather than ending in a sequence

of consonants.

A parallel development is noted by Schuh to be taking

place in other words:
(5)

Singular

Plural

zuwe Iyaa
(/zukt-/)

zuk-aa-t-aa

zuwciyooi I

buwz-uu

bug-aa-J-ee

buwzaayee

fark-ee

fat-aa-k-ee

Res:!:!!arized Plural

'heart '
'Tuareg'
'trader'

(lfalk-/)

Juwj-i I

jib-aa-j-ee

juwjaayee

'rubbish heap'

(lj Ibj-/)

Schuh proposes that the obstruents in the old plurals are derived from
the sonorants by inverse rules

w -, k.

w --t g,

r

-~

t,

w - ... b, etc.

Since these rules require special lexical marking, and since they express an apparently arbitrary phonological relationship, such rules are
said to be "conceptUally undesirable"; this is offered as an explanation
of why the language is regularizing its plurals in a way that eliminates
the former sonorant-obstruent alternations in favor of the sonorants.
But the proposed solution seems unnecessary, since the regularized plurals
are functioning to reduce allomorphy in the singular-plural paradigms.
There are perhaps over a dozen different ways of forming plurals in Rausa;
a noun may take a number of different plurals, all with the same meaning.
A given noun or adjective must be marked for .... hich way or ways its plural
is fonned.

Looking at the correspondence bet.... een the singular and the

old plural and comparing this to the correspondence established with the
regularized plural. it is hardly surprising that the regularized plurals
should be gaining ground. to the detriment of the older forms.
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Schuh notes that he has no explanation for why
not lOBe its plural

fata;,kee

farkae

in (5) does

in favor of a regUlarized form

·feraakee.

I believe that this may be explained it Schuh I s rule inversion proposal.

18 abandoned.

First. however, let us explore Schuh's analysis a bit

:rurther.
I t bas already been commented that Schuh I s explanation involving

rule inversion may not be necessary to explain developments in the

language.

It this is correct. then we might still wish to examine the

question of whether rule inversion was even possible in the cases proposed by Schuh.

The key to Schuh's explanation is the arising of a

"conceptually undesirable" stage in the development of the language.

In

this stage. etymological obstruents in singulars were replaced in underlying forms by 8onorants. and a number of &d hoc inverse rules were
formulated to yield the Bonorant-obstruent alternations.

If this stage

in the history of Hausa occurred, then there is another conceptually undesirable development that Schuh does not discuss.

The development involves

eliminating an otherwise valid constraint on plural formation.

Newman

[1912] notes that with certain restrictions stems that end in tva consonants have

-a8-

inserted between these two consonants in the plural,

while those which end in a glide-consonant sequence generally have

-aa-

attached after the glide-consonant sequence.

is

added, certain forms qualify for epenthetic

Once the ending
v-Insertion.

-ae

The derivations

are sketched here:
(6)

Plural stem:

ask-

-aa- Insertion
-eo Insertion

as-aa-kas-aa-k-ee

gawlgawl-aagawl-aa-ee
gllw I-aa-y-aa

v-Epenthesis

Nov. if the "conceptually undesirable" stage that Schuh posits actually
eXisted, it would have been necessary at this stage for the generalization
about tbe envil'OlUllent of
than inserting

-21;)-

rule nece,sitated
have to insert
consonant.

-8a-

Insertion to have been abandoned.

Rather

only between certain stem-final consonants, the

by tbe intermediate stage invented by Schuh would also

-a8-

between certain sequences of glide followed by

This is seen in the following forms, where the underlying
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form of the stem is assumed to be that proposed by Schuh in this conceptually undesirable stage:
Putative stem:

(7)

JlwJJ Iw-aa- JJ 1b-aa- J-

6awn-

Insertion

6aw-Zla-n-

Inverse rules
(w -~ k, w -+ b, etc.)

6ak-aa-n-

There aTe tvo strange occurrences in this account.
putative relaxation of the condItion on

-aa-

First of &11. the

Insertion did not have

any effect on the derivation of plurals that had pre-existing stems

ending in a glide-consonant sequence.

Thus.

gaw I-aa

'idiot I retained

its plural gawl-aa-y-ee.

In such eX!IlIlples the putative relaxing of the

condition on where

vas to be inserted did not manifest itself;

gaw 1-

-ai!!-

and similar examples were not subject to the process that Schuh

must posit for (7),

If

gawl-

had been, it would have become

-gaw-a8-

I-es; in addition, if an inverse rule had been extended to forms like
this one, the

w would have been realized as some obstruent.

This did

not bappen. 2
A second puzzle raised by the inverse rule account is that once the
"conceptually undesirable" stage began to be overcome by regularization
of the plural. forms of
old restriction on

Sawnaa,

-aa-

juwj' i, etc., Hausa went back to the

Insertion, which permitted

-aa-

to break

up only consonant-consonant sequences (and it retained the same two
exceptions noted in tn. 2).
regularized

Sawnaa,

That is, in the speech of those who have

juwjil, etc., the plural of

as-aa-k-ee, while the plural. of

gawl-aa

remains

ask-aa

is still

gawl-aa-y-ee.

In order

for Schuh's analysis to go through, it is necessary for him to posit
2There are two exceptions to the statement that the infix -aa- only
breaks up stem final consonant-consonant sequences. In ~yo3wree and
Mymll, -ao3- is infixed between the stem final glide-consonant sequence,
forming the somewhat irregular plurals Kyaw-aa-r-ee and l(ay-aa-m-ee.
But it would not be plausible to sUgfl!est that it was on analogy to these
irregular forms that the new plurals for &o3wnaa, juwJI I. etc .• were
produced, since this would not explain why the latter plurals are becoming
regularized to &awnaayee, JuwJaayee. etc., while the putatively
parallel forms ~y"waaree and ~l!Iyaamee remain as they vere.
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a

stag~

in vhich the generalization about

-aa-

Insertion vas lost.

followed by a stage in which the generalization was rediscovered.

This

scenario Is not only "conceptually undesirable"; it is totally unacceptable.
If it is correct to eliminate the passibili ty of the rule inversion

stage posited by Schuh, then the following account emerges as the only
likely possibility that suggests itself at present:
~.

/6akn-/

is the underlying form. and

are surface forms.
~.

5awnaa

and

oakaanee

Klingenheben's La.., is a synchronic rule.

Speakers "notice" that allomorphy can be lessened by treating
the surface forms of
the plural

Bawnaa

Bawnaayee.

as an underlying form, yielding

/Bawn-/ and

/Bakn-/

now compete as

underlying representations.
Stage 3.

/Bawn-/

wins out as an underlying representation perhaps be-

cause it participates in less complex synchronic derivations,
perhaps because

/oawn-/

is closer to the surface form of

the singular. which is "conceptually basic" [Vennemann 19721.
Hausa is currently in Stap:e 2.

The situation, in one respect at least,

seems to resemble the variation in the pronunciation of the word
in English.

ley]

One variant has

where the other has {IE].

status

It would

be pointless, as far as I knov, to propose that the variability in Enp:lish co-variants such as these is currently due to. the existence of a
tensing or laxing rule that applies in some dialects and not others. on
some occasions and not others.

Rather, it seems, the vord

ply has tvo underlying forms at present.
the co-variants

Bakaanee

and

status

sim-

Similarly, the existence of

Bawnaayee

evidence for tvo competing underlying forms

in Hausa simply constitutes

/Bakn-/

and

/Bawn-/.

Incidentally, the revised account presented here suggests a possible

farkee, from

explanation for why
plural,

fatsakee, to

*faraakee.

/fatk-/. bas not regularized its
Recall that the nOD-occurrence of

this development posed a problem for Schuh.

farkas

is indeed

If the underlying form of

/fatk-/, as its plural form suggests. then

have to be restructured as

/fark-/

i t would

to permit the more "regular" plural.
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Hovever. while the corresponding development met no resistance in
Bawnaa

I!Uld other examples cited above I in this case there is

source of resistance:
noun

fat awe j i

the root

/fatk-/

It.

possible

also occurs in the derived

'trading I (derived by an unproductive process) • ."here

comes from the

k

in

/fatk-/

structuring of

/fat k-/

&9

by Klingenheben's Law.

'oj

Therefore, re-

Ifark-/. though it would still succeed in

reducinp: allomorphy in the singular-plural paradigm, would at the same

time obscure tbe relationship of

fatawc II

to its root.

present prove that the proposed explanatIon is correct.

I cannot at

If i t is correct.

however, it would demonstrate that words no longer derived productively

in

It.

language are not always mere "fossils" whose structure has no effect

on the rest of the system, contrary to the current assumption of some
gr8J!mlS.l'is.ns.
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